The Soviet government chose to make its complete recordings of foreign operas in Russian. This ensured a larger national audience, and a greater responsiveness from the performers. This fact alone places these recordings outside the pale for original language purists; but no apologies are required for the artistry involved. The Soviet Union had, at its disposal, some operatic talent of legendary quality when these operas were committed to disk, back in the second third of the last century. We may blink as Kuzlovsky's Orfeo grieves for the loss of his Heradicha, and momentarily wonder whatever became of Eurydice; but there is no denying the extraordinary breath control, musical intellect and sensitivity of the tenor. Pavel Livitsian's Amorano pleads, rants and consoles in Russian - but it is nonetheless a classic voice in a great interpretation, and a rare souvenir of one of the greatest Verdian baritones of the last hundred years.

The casts assembled for these recordings were generally taken from the ranks of the Bolshoi veterans. They repeatedly performed together many of the works recorded here, giving their ensemble work and musical interchanges a feeling of group nuance often missed in these days of singers who hop a jet, record two arias, and leave again without even knowing what unseen colleagues will be in the finished project.

The quality of the individual singing, though, is highly variable. Soviet era operatic professionals had little say regarding how much they sang, and what they sang on successive nights; or even where. Singers continued in prominent operatic roles long after their voices faded, especially if they were good character actors with personal followings. Some, in addition, played the political game to stay artistically on top; and a couple, at least, have been fingered, rightly or wrongly, as KGB informants. As a result of all this, bright young operatic voices seldom achieved exposure on record. There is little sense of inexperience from the artists we hear on these releases; worn voices are another matter.

Still, at their best, these recordings offer the thrill of great voices and conducting, exciting ensemble work, and unique interpretations.